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a b s t r a c t

Upon exposure to altered levels of CO2, plants express a variety of acclimations to CO2

directly, over and above acclimations to indirect changes in temperature and water regimes.

These acclimations commonly include increased photosynthetic CO2 assimilation and

increased water-use efficiency with reduced N content and reduced stomatal conductance.

The robust generic acclimations are explicable by combining simple models of carboxyla-

tion, stomatal control, energy balance, and functional balance. Species- or genotype-specific

acclimations are overlaid on these generic acclimations. Several such specific acclimations

that are often seen are readily incorporated in an extended model. These specific acclima-

tions generate a great spread of values in key performance measures of photosynthesis,

water- and N-use efficiencies, and rates of water and N use, even among C3 species that are

the focus of this work. These performance measures contribute strongly to relative fitness

and thus to evolving biogeographic distributions. The spread in fitness values is so large as

to impend “chaotic” shifts in biogeography (and, ultimately, evolution) that are not under-

standable with models specific to species or functional groups; rather, a systematic study

of key physiological and developmental parameters is merited. Also merited is a coherent

extension of the model used here, or similar models, to include other phenomena, including

mycorrhizal associations, transience in resource availability, etc. The composition of use-
ful approximate fitness functions from physiological and allocational responses is a major

challenge, with some leads originating from the model. In the search to extract patterns

of responses, arguments based on the responses being close to optimal or adaptive will be

misleading, in view of the absence of selection pressure to perform adaptively at high CO2

rs.
for over 20 million yea

. Introduction

levated CO2 is arguably the anthropogenic change of the
reatest integrated effect on the biosphere to be expected
n this century, given: (1) its direct effect on photosynthe-

is and internal acclimations of plants, such as N content.
y acclimation, I denote changes of function within a plant’s

ife cycle, excluding immediate biochemical responses such as
hotosynthetic response to changing light levels, and genetic
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I offer suggestions for more useful research designs.

© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

changes between generations; (2) elevated CO2 as a major fac-
tor in climatic change – temperature, precipitation, and gen-
eral atmospheric and oceanic circulation – and (3) its complete
global extent. Rising CO2 may be implicated (Polley et al., 2003)
in some vegetation changes to date such as replacement of C4
grasses by C3 shrubs (Buffington and Herbel, 1965). In many
experiments in chambers and in free-air CO2 enrichment
(FACE) facilities – so numerous as to be cited only selectively
herein – many physiological and developmental changes are

mailto:vince@nmsu.edu
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ecolmodel.2006.08.013
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observed in plants, and inferences have been drawn for future
crop and wildland productivity, biogeochemical cycling, water
resources, reduction in the general competitive status of C4

plants relative to C3 plants, etc. Among the common changes
in C3 plants are reduced nitrogen content, reduced stomatal
conductance, increased photosynthetic rate, and increased
water-use efficiency (e.g., Nowak et al., 2004a). Urban (2003)
has provided a comprehensive review of changes on the phys-
iological time scale. All these changes are likely to affect plant
fitness, thus, population dynamics and viability and many
ecosystem functions (Körner, 2003) and subsequent evolu-
tion (Ward and Kelly, 2004). The relative value of changes in
photosynthesis versus changes in N demand or in water-use
efficiency, etc., varies by environment and ecosystem, giving a
wide spectrum of changes in competitive status. It is therefore
important to get a broad overview of the origins and conse-
quences of these changes.

The direct responses to CO2 form the focus of this arti-
cle. The indirect effects of CO2’s action as a greenhouse gas
– changes in temperature and precipitation (T and P) regimes
– are likely to become more important, but these have already
received considerable attention. The direct CO2 responses that
are commonly observed can be argued, as I do here in a sim-
ple quantitative model, to arise predominantly from three
physiological bases—the enzyme kinetics of carboxylation,
functional balance between N uptake and N-use efficacy (pho-
tosynthetic rate per unit N) in photosynthesis (Gutschick and
Kay, 1995; BassiriRad et al., 2001), and regularities in stom-
atal control that are captured reasonably well by the sim-
ple Ball–Berry model (Ball et al., 1987). However, overlaid on
these regularities are species-specific changes (Urban, 2003;
Körner, 2003). Examples include changes in root uptake capac-
ities for N (BassiriRad et al., 2001), in relative up- and down-
regulation of Rubisco content versus photosynthetic electron-
transport capacity (Huxman and Smith, 2001), in phenology
(Navas et al., 1997; Reekie and Bazzaz, 1991; Rusterholz and
Erhardt, 1998), in tolerance of extremes of temperature (either
better—Hamerlynck et al., 2000, or worse—Lutze et al., 1998),
etc.

The species-specific changes show few notable regular-
ities by family or functional group; one can cite the gen-
eral lesser down-regulation of photosynthetic capacity in
woody species versus nonwoody species (Nowak et al., 2004a;
achieved by consistent partitioning of N to photosynthetic
enzymes). This diversity should not come as a surprise. While
plants broadly share adaptive responses – physiological, devel-
opmental, ecological, and evolutionary – to recurrent environ-
mental changes such as drought and freezing, they have not
experienced high CO2 for over 20 million years (Pearson and
Palmer, 2000; Long et al., 2004; critique: Boucot and Gray, 2001).
Adaptive responses have not been retained in the absence
of selection pressure and in the presence of both genetic
drift and selection pressures for other environmental shifts.
What few response complexes in any chosen species appear
to be adaptive to high CO2 are likely to result from either
(1) extension in the opposite direction of responses to low

CO2 during ice ages or (2) correlation of current environ-
mental variations with those accompanying high CO2—e.g.,
changes in precipitation amount and distribution or in
temperature.
2 0 0 ( 2 0 0 7 ) 433–451

In brief, any resemblance to adaptive responses is likely
to be accidental . . . and highly disparate among species, even
among closely related species, as will be elaborated in Sec-
tion 4.1. Species whose biogeographic ranges currently over-
lap strongly and which appear to participate in community
assembly are likely to shift their ranges in very different pat-
terns. Community compositions should change, in ways that
expand the changes anticipated when one considers only cli-
matic effects and not the direct effects of CO2. I offer the term
“biogeographic chaos,” as a way of emphasizing that one may
expect widespread violation of current rules elaborated for
biogeographic distributions on the basis of mean climatic vari-
ables and some extremes therein. The net expectation may
be projected to include global-average increases in productiv-
ity and carbon sequestration, and perhaps increased hydro-
logic activity (reduced evapotranspiration with rich patterns
of changes in precipitation inputs. The current study focuses
on changes in biogeography attendant on diversity in plant
responses to CO2. It complements the study by Körner (2003)
that predicates changes in ecosystem CO2 response because
of existing biodiversity.

In this article, I propose a simple modelling framework,
focused on C3 plants. The significant dichotomy between
C3 and C4 responses to CO2 has been addressed in some
detail elsewhere, in their autecology and community ecol-
ogy (e.g., Owensby et al., 1999; Wand et al., 1999; Poorter
and Navas, 2003) as well as in biotic relations, as with her-
bivores (Ehleringer et al., 2002; Goverde et al., 2002). It is now
expected to be accounted in analyses of experiments or pre-
dictions of global change. The changes within the domain of
C3 plants are highly significant and comprise our main focus
here.

2. Methods: a simple model of regularities
in autecological plant responses, emphasizing
C3 plants

The four generally observed responses to explain are as noted
in Section 1: (1) an increase in photosynthetic rate per leaf
area, A, less than proportional to the increase in ambient
CO2 partial pressure, Ca; (2) a decrease in stomatal conduc-
tance, gs; (3) a decrease in fractional N content in tissue, fN; (4)
an increase in water-use efficiency, WUE, or W as a compact
symbol.

When combined, a few robust physiological relations pre-
dict such changes, on the time scale of the acclimated indi-
vidual plant.

2.1. The enzyme and transport kinetics of
photosynthesis

Model (1) is the Farquhar–von Caemmerer–Berry biochemical
model of photosynthesis (Farquhar et al., 1980) for C3 plants.
(Note that a C4 model is also well-verified: Collatz et al., 1992.)
I focus here on the light-saturated regime where most pho-

tosynthesis occurs for dominant (overstory) vegetation (e.g.,
Caldwell et al., 1986, for native Mediterranean vegetation,
Beyschlag et al., 1990, for oats and wild oats; but compare
Day and Chalabi, 1988, for cloudy climes). This rate takes the
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imple form

= Vc,max
(Cc − � )

(Cc + Kco)
− Rd (1)

Here, Vc,max is the maximal carboxylation capacity, tightly
elated to leaf Rubisco content and thus to N content (Field
nd Mooney, 1986; Sinclair and Horie, 1989); Cc is the par-
ial pressure of CO2 in the leaf interior (at the active sites in
he chloroplast); � is the CO2 compensation partial pressure;
nd Kco is the effective Michaelis constant for CO2 binding to
ubisco in the presence of O2. The latter two physiological
arameters are functions only of temperature (and invariant

2 partial pressure) and have limited genetic variability (see
hu et al., 1998). Rd is the “dark” respiration, often found to be
constant fraction of net photosynthesis, Anet, at the temper-
ture to which the leaves are acclimated (cf. Atkin et al., 2000;
iinemets et al., 1999).

A complementary formulation of the photosynthetic rate
n terms of transport kinetics is

= g′
bsm

(Ca − Cc)
P

where g′
bsm = 1

1/g′
b + 1/g′

s + 1/g′
m

(2)

here P is total air pressure and g′
bsm is the net conductance

rom external air to the chloroplast sites, composed as noted
rom conductances in the boundary layer (g′

b), stomata (g′
s),

nd mesophyll liquid and wall (g′
m); the primes, as commonly

sed, distinguish conductances (sans primes) for CO2 from
onductances for water vapor.

The biochemical + transport model defines responses to
he environment, when it is supplemented by environmental
nd physiological information. Required environmental infor-
ation consists in: (1) leaf temperature, TL, for determination

f the kinetic parameters � and Kco, as well as the thermal acti-
ation of Vc,max and Rd; this necessitates an energy-balance
odel, presented in Section 2.3 below; (2) g′

b itself, which is
pecified directly here and is a function of windspeed and
eaf shape; and (3) external air conditions: CO2 content, Ca,
o which carboxylation is tied; humidity, in any form such
s relative humidity, to which stomata respond; and total air
ressure, P. Required physiological information is: (1) stomatal
onductance, gs, which is responsive to environmental factors
nd to A itself (Ball et al., 1987; Leuning, 1995; Dewar, 1995;
thers); this, in turn, requires a model of stomatal response,
osed in Section 2.2 following; (2) mesophyll conductance, g′

m,
function of leaf structure, taken as constant in the studies
ere; and (3) maximal carboxylation capacity, Vc,max; this is
aken as a given under reference conditions, while its accli-

atory response to changes in CO2 and temperature requires
he final (sub)model, that of functional balance in Section 2.4
elow.

.2. Stomatal control and its relation to photosynthetic
apacity and water-use efficiency
odel (2) is the Ball–Berry model of stomatal conductance (Ball
t al., 1987):

s = m
Ahs

Cs
+ b (3)
0 ( 2 0 0 7 ) 433–451 435

Here, m and b are empirical constants, with m (dimen-
sionless) very commonly near 10 (Ball et al., 1987; Leuning,
1990; Collatz et al., 1991; Schultz and Lebon, 1995) and b
(mol m−2 s−1) commonly quite small; A is assimilation, as
in Eq. (1), in mol m−2 s−1 (or more convenient micromolar
units); and hs and Cs are, respectively, the relative humidity
and the CO2 mixing ratio (mole fraction) at the leaf surface,
beneath the leaf boundary layer. When the boundary layer has
a small resistance for gas transport relative to the stomata, we
may closely approximate hs as ambient-air relative humid-
ity and Cs as ambient-air mole fraction, Ca/P, with P the total
air pressure. The Ball–Berry equation has been criticized for
its empiricism and alternative models, embodying somewhat
more mechanistic trends, have been proposed (e.g., Leuning,
1995; Dewar, 1995, 2002; Tuzet et al., 2003), but the Ball–Berry
model often proves the best simple empirical fit (Gutschick
and Simonneau, 2002 and discussion therein).

The Ball–Berry model by itself predicts several empirically
verified trends, as do all related models. The coupling to A
results in a near-constancy of the ratio of internal to external
CO2 partial pressures, at a stable relative humidity (beginning
with early findings of Bell, 1982). The inverse dependence upon
Cs reflects the common observation of reduced gs at high CO2.
Given the gain in A at high CO2, however, one might expect
relatively small changes in gs with changes in CO2 (as Ca). The
significant reductions in gs often observed at high CO2 are
seen to be more the result of acclimation in photosynthetic
capacity, Vc,max, which can be attributed in large measure to
functional balance responses (part 2.4). The coupling of gs

to humidity results in decreased gs and presumably adap-
tive increase in water-use efficiency, WUE, at low humidity.
Similarly, increased leaf temperature at constant water vapor
content of air (as partial pressure) reduces hs and gs. In both gs

trends, there is a positive feedback, given that low hs leads to
low gs and low A, further reducing gs. The Ball–Berry model can
exhibit excessive feedback in some conditions. More complete
models (e.g., Tuzet et al., 2003) are more accurate but are far
more challenging to parametrize; the Ball–Berry model serves
as a good starting point and has very stable parameter values
among many species (Gutschick and Simonneau, 2002). A fur-
ther development of useful approximations to trends in A, gs,
and WUE is given in Appendix A.

There is evidence that stomatal sensitivity, particularly
to humidity, changes when ambient CO2 levels change
(e.g., Bunce, 1998). Consequently, the model allows for the
Ball–Berry slope, m, to have a power-law dependence upon
internal CO2, Ci, to which quantity gs seems to respond (Mott,
1988):

m = m0

(
C0

i

Ci

)c

(4)

One might also include more detailed acclimation of the
humidity (hs) response to changes in CO2 (Bunce, 1998).

2.3. Energy balance for the determination of leaf

temperature

Changes in stomatal conductance alter the leaf transpira-
tion rate, altering, in turn, the leaf temperature, TL, and the
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kinetic constants dependent upon temperature. The change in
steady-state energy balance is of most interest. The net energy
storage rate is written in terms of five energy flux densities (Qi)
at the leaf surface (Model (3)) as:

S = 0 = Q+
SW + Q+

TIR − Q−
TIR(TL) − QE(TL) − QC(TL) (5)

The terms refer, respectively, to shortwave radiant gain,
thermal infrared radiant gain, thermal infrared radiant loss,
latent heat loss from transpiration, and convective heat loss.
The last three terms only depend upon TL, as indicated.

Many environmental conditions and leaf parameters are
involved but they may be inferred to a reasonable accuracy,
particularly given that only shifts in TL are relevant. The TIR
gain and the TIR loss may be written, respectively, as

Q+
TIR = ε�(T4

sky + T4
terr); Q−

TIR = 2ε�T4
L,abs (6)

Here, ε is the TIR absorptivity (and emissivity) of the leaf
and � is the Stefan–Boltzmann constant. Three absolute or
Kelvin temperatures appear. TL,abs is the absolute leaf T. Tsky

is the effective radiative temperature of the sky (taken as
TL − 20 ◦C as a common condition in nonhumid locations); Tterr

is the effective radiative temperature of the terrestrial sur-
roundings (taken as TL). Given the closeness of ε to unity (about
0.96) and the insensitivity of calculated TL shifts to this param-
eter, we henceforth replace it with unity.

The transpirational cooling is

Q−
E = �gbs

ei(TL) − ea

P
(7)

Here, � is the heat of vaporization of water, gbs is
the conductance through the boundary layer plus stomata
(=1/[1/gb + 1/gs]), and the two partial pressures of water vapor
(WVP) are, respectively, for external air (ea) and the leaf inte-
rior (ei). From fixed parameters and the stomatal control
model, one knows gbs and P, and ei is almost exactly the sat-
urated vapor pressure at leaf temperature. The value of ea

is inferred from the value of hs that one sets at reference
conditions. Given that hs is defined as the ratio of WVP at
the leaf surface beneath the boundary layer (es) and ei, one
may solve for ea algebraically. One may readily verify that
ea = ei[hs − (1 − hs)gs/gb]. With these substitutions, all the terms
in Q−

E are set.
The convective loss is formulated as the standard New-

ton’s law of cooling. In terms of the molar heat capacity of
air at constant pressure (CP,mol), the boundary-layer conduc-
tance (approximated well as equal for heat and water vapor),
and the leaf and air temperatures, this is

Q−
C = CP,molgb(TL − Ta) (8)

The final term is the shortwave radiant energy gain. One
commonly expresses this is terms of leaf absorptivity and
solar shortwave energy flux density, but it is not necessary

to know such details. It suffices to fix Q+

SW as the residual
in Eq. (5); it will be constant in all the changes in CO2, etc.
that are modelled here. The full Fortran program calculates
the attendant flux density of photosynthetically active radi-
2 0 0 ( 2 0 0 7 ) 433–451

ation, to confirm that it is consistent with light saturation of
photosynthesis.

Changes in any environmental or physiological parameter
require solving Eq. (5) anew. Changes in TL are modest, so that
a simple Newton–Raphson iterative search for the new root of
the equation always suffices. As the new TL is obtained, the
model updates the thermal activation functions for Vc,max,
� , and Kco in the photosynthesis model, using parameters
derived by de Pury and Farquhar (1997). The model assumes
that there is no significant change in dark respiration as a frac-
tion of net photosynthesis, following the results of Atkin et al.
(2000) and Niinemets et al. (1999).

2.4. Functional balance in nitrogen uptake and use,
and the necessity of lower N content

Model (4): the functional balance model of plant N uptake and
N use in photosynthesis (Gutschick and Kay, 1995; BassiriRad
et al., 2001). Nitrogen is the focus in this model, as being the
nutrient most commonly limiting plant performance; other
nutrients, especially phosphorus, are also limiting over large
areas and, moreover, limiting plant responses to CO2 (Urban,
2003). Some modification of the model being presented here is
necessary to consider phosphorus (ibid.). Full derivations with
experimental tests are given in the two references cited. In
brief, this model predicts N content, fN, and relative growth
rate, RGR, from a knowledge of root N-uptake rate per mass,
v, photosynthetic N-use efficacy as photosynthetic rate per
mass of N, p*, two mass allocation parameters (root:shoot
ratio, r, and fraction of shoot mass as leaf mass, ˛L), and the
biosynthetic efficiency of converting raw photosynthate into
biomass, ˇ. The predictions are that RGR rises as the square
root of p* and that fN falls as the inverse factor. Higher CO2

increases p*, and leads to (other factors nearly equal) a fall in
fN that is of the common magnitude and that is seen as not
only adaptive but mandated by growth balances.

One equates the relative growth rate limited by photosyn-
thesis, RP,L, with the relative growth rate limited by N uptake,
RN,L. These cannot get significantly out of balance over a num-
ber of doubling in plants size; if the plant C content underwent
six doublings while the N content underwent five doublings
(only a 17% mismatch in the rates), the C:N ratio would double,
which is not a common occurrence in vegetative growth. The
N-limited rate is readily derived. Consider a plant of total dry
mass m, with a root mass mr, an uptake rate v, and a fractional
N content fN (both v and fN assumed substantially stable over
the time frame of interest). The rate of dry mass gain, multi-
plied by fN, is clearly the N uptake rate of the whole plant:

fN
dm

dt
= mrv (9)

The relative growth rate is defined as (1/m)(dm/dt), so, writ-
ing ms for the shoot dry mass and using the definition of
root:shoot ratio as mr/ms, we obtain
RN,L = 1
(mr + ms)

mrv

fN
= r

(1 + r)
v

fN
(10)

The photosynthesis-limited rate is slightly more complex
to derive. It equals the whole-plant photosynthetic rate, Ap,
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over and above the already-specified values of A and fN. Specif-
ically, we compute initial values of stomatal conductance (g0

s)
internal and chloroplastic CO2 partial pressures (C0

i and C0
c)

transpiration rate (E0), water-use efficiency (WUE0 = A0/E0),

Fig. 1 – Chain of computations for deriving all the operating
points of a plant from knowledge of a basis set of operating
points (those occurring at the left edge). See Table 1 for
e c o l o g i c a l m o d e l l i n

ultiplied by the biosynthetic efficiency, ˇ. The whole-plant
ate equals the rate per leaf area, A, multiplied by the leaf area,

p:

dm

dt
= ˇAp = ˇAap (11)

The leaf photosynthetic rate responds to its N content per
rea, Na, in near proportion (Field and Mooney, 1986; Sinclair
nd Horie, 1989); in turn, we may express Na as fractional N
ontent (of leaves, fN,L) multiplied by dry mass per unit leaf
rea, mL,a:

= p∗Na = p∗fN,LmL,a (12)

This introduces the photosynthetic N-use efficacy, p*, mea-
ured in mol (or �mol) m−2 s−1 per gN. This will change in close
roportion to the CO2 partial pressure in the leaf, Ci; p* equals
/Na and thus, by Eq. (1), it equals (Vc,max/Na)(Ci − � )/(Ci + Kco).
he magnitude of Vc,max is closely tied to Rubisco content and

hus to N content, so that the factor (Vc,max/Na; call it G, for use
n later modelling) varies little, in most cases, even as a plant
cclimates to CO2 changes. Now we need express the whole-
lant leaf area as the leaf mass, mL, divided by mass per leaf
rea, and express mL as the allocation fraction ˛L multiplied
y shoot mass:

p = mL

mL,a
= ˛Lms

mL,a
(13)

Now we combine the factors to obtain

dm

dt
= ˇp∗fN,LmL,a˛Lms

mL,a
(14)

The factors of mL,a cancel. We can then rewrite the relative
rowth rate, using m = mr + ms again, as

1
m

dm

dt
= 1

ms + mr

ˇp∗fN,L˛Lms

ms + mr
= ˇp∗˛L

1 + r
fN,L (15)

Now we equate the two relative growth rates, obtaining an
quation for N content. We take the leaf N content as a factor
(>1) multiplied by whole-plant N content, and we obtain

r

(1 + r)
v

fN
= ˇp∗˛Lq

(1 + r)
fN (16)

Rearranging, we get

2
N = rv

ˇp∗˛Lq
⇒ fN =

√
rv

ˇp∗˛Lq
(17)

This form shows all the common qualitative behavior—fN

ncreases with N uptake rate (but only as the square root), and
t decreases as p* increases (less N suffices; again, the behavior
s as the square root) and as allocation to leaves increases. For a
oubling of CO and, hence, a near-doubling of p*, one expects
2

N to decrease by a factor of 1/
√

2, that is, to drop by about 29%.
dditional discussion is given by BassiriRad et al. (2001).

We can complete the functional balance model by substi-
uting this expression f or N content into either expression for
0 ( 2 0 0 7 ) 433–451 437

relative growth rate, R, obtaining

R =
√

rvˇp∗˛Lq

1 + r
(18)

This, too, captures common behavior. For one, relative
growth rate increases as N uptake increases or as p* increases,
but only as the square root.

2.5. Mathematical solutions, and additional features

How do all these phenomena or behaviors combine? We must
solve all these equations simultaneously. A detailed schema
is given in Table 1, which indicates all the physiological and
environmental operating points, and Fig. 1, which shows the
sequence of computations. First, we must determine the basic
environmental and physiological parameters in the reference
conditions of normal CO2. We specify the initial values of
the environmental variables Ca, P, hs, gb, and TL, and the
physiological variables m, b, Anet, g′

m, fN, and Rd. These com-
prise a complete description, from which we compute: (1)
several more fundamental physiological descriptors, particu-
larly the carboxylation capacity, Vc,max, and a combination of
parameters (rv/[ˇ˛Lq]) that we approximate as invariant in the
functional-balance model; (2) initial measures of performance,
specification of the process equations used in each
computation. Calculations for photosynthesis are denoted
at the top of the figure; calculations for energy balance and
leaf temperature are denoted at the bottom.
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Table 1 – Schema for computing operating point of plant and the changes induced by changes in atmospheric CO2

Initial physiological and environmental quantities, in order of appearance in Fig. 1
TL = Leaf temperature
P = Ambient air pressure
fRd = Fraction of gross photosynthesis as dark respiration
A = Net CO2 assimilation rate per unit leaf area
gb = Boundary-layer conductance of leaf to CO2, per unit leaf area
Ca = Ambient CO2 partial pressure
hs = Relative humidity at leaf surface, beneath boundary layer
m = Slope of Ball–Berry relation for stomatal conductance
b = Intercept of Ball–Berry relation
g′

m = Mesophyll resistance to CO2 transport
fN = Fractional N content in tissue

Derived quantities for photosynthesis
� = CO2 compensation partial pressure for photosynthesis (from published temperature dependence; cf. Zhu et al.,

1998)
Kc, Ko = Binding constants for CO2, O2 to Rubisco enzyme (ibid.)
Kco = Kc(1 + O/Ko) = Effective Michaelis constant for CO2 binding to Rubisco in the presence of O2 (O = partial pressure

of O2)
Rd = Dark respiration rate per leaf area, as fRdAgross

Agross = Gross assimilation rate per leaf area = A + Rd = A/(1 − fRd)
Cs = CO2 mixing ratio (mol mol−1) at leaf surface, beneath boundary layer = Ca − AP/g′

b, from a transport law; g′
b =

boundary layer conductance for CO2 = 0.72gb

gs = Stomatal conductance for water vapor, per leaf area, from Ball–Berry relation, Eq. (3)
g′

bsm = Total physical conductance for CO2 per leaf area, from Eq. (2), right-hand side
Cc, Ci = Partial pressure of CO2 at chloroplasts or in leaf interior air spaces, from Eq. (2), left-hand side

fCT = Fractional saturation of Rubisco in CO2 =
√

(Cc − � )/(Cc + Kco); used in computing photosynthetic N-use efficacy

Vc,max = Maximal carboxylation (CO2-fixation) rate of Rubisco, per leaf area, obtained by inverting Eq. (1)
k = fNfCT = Constant in adjustment of tissue N content upon changes of Ca and upon acclimation

Initial information for energy balance
gs, the stomatal conductance, is taken as derived above; gb, hs, TL, and P are repeated as known quantities

Derived quantities for energy balance
ei = Partial pressure of water vapor in leaf interior, computed from standard formulas
ea = Partial pressure of water vapor in ambient air; equate expressions for transpiration rate across boundary layer

and across stomata, E = gb(es − ea)/P = gs(ei − es), and solve for ea

Q+
TIR = Total energy flux density of thermal infrared radiation incident per leaf area (both sides), from Eq. (6)

E = Transpiration rate per leaf area
Q−

E = �E = Rate of latent heat loss per leaf area, from Eq. (7)
Q+

SW = Rate of shortwave solar radiation gain per leaf area; solve Eq. (5), assuming Q−
c = 0 in original operating point,

i.e., that TL = air temperature
PPFD = Photosynthetic photon flux density =

(fraction of shortwave energy in PAR) × Q+
SW/(energy per mole of photons)

Note that there is no need for explicit computation of factors in the functional balance relation (Eq. (17)); only changes
in partitioning need be computed, below)

Quantities used to describe changes in plant function at elevated CO2

New Ca

U = Multiplicative factor for scaling N uptake rate
PL = Multiplicative factor for scaling the allocation of whole-plant biomass to leaves
PR = Multiplicate factor for scaling partitioning of N to Rubisco in leaves
q = Exponent in rescaling Ball–Berry slope, m, according to change in Ci (Eq. (4))

Derived quantities for changes in plant function

facclim =
√

U/(PL × PR) = Factor in rescaling of maximal carboxylation capacity, Vc,max

Outline of method of calculating changes in plant function (commented Fortran program gives complete details)
Specify new Ca and factors U, PL, PR; compute facclim

Guess new values of TL and Cc; use old gs as initial estimate of stomatal conductance; set bounds for estimating Cc

(these can be recomputed if the search fails in stated bounds)
Perform a binary search for Cc

From current TL, compute � , Kco

From current Cc, fixed fRd, and the above, compute A from Eq. (1)
Solve for value of hs that is consistent with transpiration rate and Ball–Berry relation (Eq. (3)):

gs = mAhs/Cs + b—denote as khs + b
es = Partial pressure of water vapor at leaf surface, beneath boundary layer = ei − EP/gs = ei − gb(es − ea)/gs

Divide by ei and use hs = es/ei: obtain quadratic equation in hs; solve for hs
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Table 1 (Continued )

Now having A and hs, solve Ball–Berry equation for new value of gs

Compose function representing error in consistency between transport relation for photosynthesis (Eq. (2)) and the
enzyme-kinetic and Ball–Berry equations used to estimate A and gs

F = A − g′
bsm(Ca − Cc)/P (see Eq. (2), left-hand side)

Using new estimate of gs, update the estimate of TL: revise the estimate of latent heat loss rate, Q−
E ; solve nonlinear

Eq. (5) for TL, by iterative Newton–Raphson method
Using new estimate of Ci, update the estimate of Ball–Berry slope, m (Eq. (4))
Subdivide the search interval in Cc to find the region where F changes sign (must contain value of Cc that makes
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F = 0, the completely consistent solution of all equations)
Iterate this search for predetermined number of times, n, reducing

range

nd photosynthetic N-use efficacy, (PNUE0 = A0/fN
0); (3) several

asic environmental parameters in the energy-balance equa-
ion, as noted in Section 2.3.

Having the descriptors of the reference case in hand, we
ow consider performance when external CO2, Ca, changes.
ven without physiological acclimation, such as in N con-
ent and carboxylation capacity, many variables change, as
etermined by the combined four models. There is no “closed-
orm” solution to the combined models, that is, no simple
lgebraic expression for the final values of A, fN, gs, or Ci

n terms of the environmental and physiological/allocational
arameters. We must solve the equations numerically. Two
ested iteration loops suffice. In the outer loop, one iterates

or the value of Vc,max that is consistent with the photosyn-
hetic and functional-balance models. The inner loop imple-

ents a binary search for the value of chloroplastic CO2, Cc

hat is consistent with the photosynthetic rate as Eq. (1) and
s Eq. (2), as well as with the stomatal model, Eq. (3). In
rief, one computes an error function, F, as the difference
f A expressed in these two equations, and using a value
f gs computed as mAhs/Cs + b in the transport equation, Eq.

2). A Fortran program, quite compact and fully commented,
as been generated and posted on my website (http://biology-
eb.nmsu.edu/vince).

Several physiological acclimations are quite prominent in
lants and are also important in CO2 responses; they add
ery little computational complexity. These changes, which
re quite species-specific, include changes in the allocational
arameters r, ˛L, and G, in the N-uptake rate, and in the
all–Berry slope, m. There are reports of shifts in r; while
ome were artifacts of experimental conditions (Stulen and
en Hertog, 1993; Long et al., 2004), the origins of such shifts
isplay some complexity (ibid.; Friedlingstein et al., 1999;
ritchard et al., 1999), particularly a dependence on N and
ater limitations (van Noordwijk et al., 1998). Nitrogen uptake

ates also change, some very negatively and some very posi-
ively, and some relatively little (Fig. 2, from BassiriRad et al.,
001). In the compete model, I therefore allow a rescaling of
he product, rv (Eqs. (17) and (18)), by a factor U (for “Uptake”).
eaf allocation shifts modestly in some species (e.g., Poorter
nd Nagel, 2000; Urban, 2003). The complete model incorpo-
ates a factor PL (“Partitioning to Leaves”) that multiplies the
riginal allocation fraction, ˛ . Fractional allocation of N to
L

ubisco can also shift, changing the proportionality of Vc,max

o N per leaf area. This has been implicated in lesser down-
egulation of Vc,max in woody species as a group (Nowak et al.,
004a). Changes in allocation have also been traced directly to
rtainty in Cc to fraction 1/2n of original search

altered amounts of enzymes for utilizing photosynthate (van
Oosten and Besford, 1995). In the complete model, I allow a
rescaling of this proportionality by a factor PR (“Partitioning of
Rubisco”). The extra growth of the plant itself at higher Ca may
deplete soil N and reduce v; a full systems model will illumi-
nate such effects, but is not pursued here. Fourth and finally
as a species-specific acclimation, the Ball–Berry slope may
change, as formulated approximately in Eq. (4) in Section 2.2.

3. Results of simulations

3.1. Prediction of basic changes in plant performance

Simulations were run with the four basic models (carboxy-
lation kinetics, Ball–Berry stomatal control, energy balance,
and functional balance) at three values of ambient CO2 mixing
ratio: the current value near 370 �mol mol−1 (commonly cited
as ppmv), the pre-industrial value of 280 �mol mol−1, and the
value of 550 �mol mol−1 projected for late this century and
used in many FACE experiments. The simulations yielded val-
ues of five variables likely to be important in plant growth, sur-
vival, and competition: stomatal conductance (gs); photosyn-
thetic CO2 assimilation (A); water-use efficiency WUE = E/As;
1/fN as a measure of N demand per unit biomass growth; and
photosynthetic N-use efficacy, PNUE = A/fN. All the values fol-
lowed the expected trends as CO2 increased. First, gs decreased
by 28% (i.e., by a factor 0.72) as Ca rose from pre-industrial
levels (PIL) to current levels (CL), and then decreased by 37%
as Ca rose from CL to future levels (FL). (Fig. 3a. This esti-
mate can be compared with observed changes, and also with
changes in stomatal number density per unit leaf area, which
can be even larger: Woodward and Kelly, 1995; Morison, 1998.)
The four other measures all increased (Figs. 3a–d, solid line in
each figure): A by 8% (a factor of 1.08) in both stages of CO2

increase; W′ by 23% and then by 35%; 1/fN by 19% and then
by 25%; and PNUE by 29% and then by 35%. These changes
are certainly very relevant to competition with C4 species, for
which the corresponding changes in A and PNUE are notably
smaller than for C3 species; their changes in WUE are signif-
icant (Ghannoum et al., 2000, 2001; Poorter and Navas, 2003;
Wand et al., 1999).

What is of strong interest for competition and biogeo-

graphic shifts among C3 plants is the variation of these gains
between plants (ibid.) displaying common species-specific
acclimations, over and above the generic acclimation embod-
ied in the three basic models. Among the many combinations

http://biology-web.nmsu.edu/vince
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Fig. 2 – Diversity among plant species in changes in N uptake rates, upon exposure to elevated CO2 (1.5–2× ambient).
iriRa
Species identities and literature references are given in Bass

with permission.

that likely occur, I consider four that may be more common:
(1) increased N-uptake capacity with increasing CO2. I con-
sider a common increase of 20% as CO2 rises from current
to future levels (BassiriRad et al., 2001). Presuming that this
represents a power-law dependence of N-uptake, the expo-
nent is then estimated as 0.45, which predicts a corresponding
drop of N uptake by 12% on dropping CO2 from current to pre-
industrial levels (CL to PIL); (2) decreased N-uptake capacity,
by the inverse factors (to 1/1.20 = 83% on going from CL to FL,
and an increase by a factor of 1/0.88 = 1.14 on going from CL
to PIL; (3) reduction of the Ball–Berry slope, m, by a power-law
in Ci (exponent = −0.25); (4) increased N-uptake capacity and
increased partitioning of leaf N to Rubisco enzyme (by a factor
of 1.2); the increased partitioning is observed in woody species
as a group (Nowak et al., 2004a).
3.2. Requirement for complete set of models

The effects of acclimations vary with the completeness of the
models. Fig. 4 shows predictions of the simultaneous shifts in
d et al. (2001, Fig. 2), from which this figure is duplicated

assimilation and water-use efficiency under changes in CO2,
for five different parametrizations. Simulations that ignore the
finitude of the boundary-layer conductance (setting it to a very
high value; curves labelled “Boundary layer absent”) effec-
tively ignore energy balance and changes in TL. Simulations
with realistic values of gb (curves labelled “Realistic boundary
layer”) yield notably smaller changes in performance. The rea-
sons are readily discerned. In both choices of boundary layer,
the surface relative humidity, hs, is stipulated as 0.5. Conse-
quently, the water vapor pressure at the leaf surface, es, is the
same with both choices. The ambient-air water vapor pres-
sure, ea, is lower than es by the required drop through the
boundary layer, −EP/gb. Thus, ea is considerably lower in the
case of the realistic boundary layer. Upon an increase in ambi-
ent CO2, stomatal conductance, gs, decreases in both cases.
However, the decrease in h is pronounced in the case of the
s

realistic boundary layer. The drop in gs is amplified by the
Ball–Berry response, so that A has only a modest increase,
in contrast to the case with the boundary layer being absent.
Furthermore, heat transport is retarded by the boundary layer,
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Fig. 3 – Predictions of relative changes occurring jointly in photosynthetic CO2 assimilation, A, water-use efficiency, WUE,
photosynthetic N-use efficacy, PNUE, tissue N content, fN, and stomatal conductance, gs, upon shifting from current CO2

levels (370 �mol mol−1; central point taken as 1.00 on both axes) to past levels (280 �mol mol−1; labelled “Low CO2”) or
future levels (550 �mol mol−1; labelled “High CO2”). Curves represent the behavior modelled with no special acclimations
(“None”) or with the four specific acclimation combinations noted in the text: (a) increased N uptake capacity with
increasing CO2; (b) decreased N uptake capacity; (c) reduction in Ball–Berry slope; and (d) increased N uptake combined with
g ned
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reater partitioning of N to Rubisco. A wide spread in combi
pparent. Variations in WUE with type of acclimation are m

aising leaf temperature when gs decreases and, consequently,
o does transpirational cooling. The heating effect is absent if
he boundary layer is absent.

Among the three curves simulated with a realistic bound-
ry layer, differences in the stomatal control parameters result
n some significant differences, but only in assimilation, not
n water-use efficiency. The curve labelled “Normal gs” results
rom using “standard” values of the Ball–Berry slope, m = 10,
nd intercept, b = 0.02. A decrease in the Ball–Berry intercept,
etting b to 0.003, makes gs more responsive to changes in
umidity. Therefore, changes in g are amplified by the direct
s

esponse of gs to leaf-surface CO2 mixing ratio, Cs. Again,
his is an example of positive feedback. In consequence, A
ncreases by only 4.4% at higher CO2; with the “normal” value
f b, the increase in A is 8.3%. The third curve, labelled “Agross”,
performance measures, particularly in A and fN, is
ate.

alters the Ball–Berry model so that A in Eq. (3) is interpreted
as gross assimilation, not net assimilation. The rationale for
this change is that gs is probably responding to an internal car-
bon flux (e.g., Santrucek and Sage, 1996), but it has not been
tested experimentally whether this is a gross flux or a next flux
(after respiratory losses of CO2, Rd). Even though Rd is postu-
lated to be the same fraction of gross A in all simulations, this
change in Ball–Berry response predicts a smaller increase in
A (only 5.8%) at high CO2. The positive feedback from gs to
hs to gs again is accentuated, dropping gs by a factor of 0.602
compared to a factor of 0.633 when g responds to net A.
s

A conclusion is that a realistic gb is quite important, and
that some care must also be taken with the modelling of stom-
atal control. Thus, only the simulations with gb = 1 mol m−2 s−1

and standard Ball–Berry parameters are used in subsequent
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Fig. 4 – Importance of realistic submodels in predictions of
plant performance. Two curves marked “Boundary layer
absent” have boundary-layer conductance gb set to
1000 mol m−2 s−1, disallowing changes in leaf energy
balance and surface relative humidity; remaining curves
use realistic gb = 1 mol m−2 s−1. Of the former curves, one
uses normal magnitude of leaf mesophyll conductance
(air-space and liquid-phase), g′

m = 1 mol m−2 s−1; other uses
g′

m = 1000 mol m−2 s−1, forcing CO2 partial pressures in leaf
air space to equal that at chloroplast (Ci = Cc). Three curves
with normal gb represent three simulations of stomatal
control: “Normal gs” uses Ball–Berry parameters m = 10,
b = 0.02 mol m−2 s−1; “Small b” changes b to
0.003 mol m−2 s−1, enhancing feedback in gs response to
humidity and assimilation; “Agross” replaces net

assimilation (gross minus respiration, or Agross − Rd) with
gross assimilation in Ball–Berry relation, Eq. (3).

analyses in Figs. 3a–d. It should also be noted that the inclu-
sion of dark respiration does not change results, provided that
net photosynthesis in the base case remains the same and,
that Rd acclimates to growth temperature as proposed, and
that stomatal conductance responds to net and not gross pho-
tosynthesis. Only carboxylation capacity as Vc,max shifts, to
increase gross photosynthesis when respiration is included in
the model.

3.3. Combination of performance measures are
predicted to change in diverse patterns

The results in Fig. 3a–d display how shifts in gs, A, W′, fN,
and PNUE combine among the five different cases of accli-
mation behavior (base case and the four cases chosen above).
The relation to CO2 levels is clearly labelled, and the center
point is always the current level of 370 �mol mol−1, consid-
ered without any acclimations (acclimation is only to changing
CO2). It is apparent, first, that the spread of gains is signifi-
cant: between 30 and 47% in WUE (that is, in W′), on going

from 370 to 550 �mol mol−1); between −6 and +45% in A; and
between 23 and 77% in PNUE. Changes in fN range between
−17 and −11%. Changes is gs range from −48 to −22%. Sec-
ond, the combinations of gains vary even more, without strong
2 0 0 ( 2 0 0 7 ) 433–451

tradeoffs—that is, without strong correlations or constraints
that might be expected, such as between gs and WUE (Fig. 3a).
Similarly, one might expect high A to occur at low WUE, in
general, but Fig. 3b shows two cases that differ radically, even
having opposite slopes, as a consequence of opposite accli-
mations in N uptake and partitioning. Significant variations
in PNUE are, however, more tightly related to WUE (Fig. 3c).
The wide variations in both A and fN are strikingly uncoupled
(Fig. 3d).

In addition to the wide variations in performance measures
that are almost free of tradeoffs, other trends are of interest.
The ratio Ci/Ca varies little at high Ca, only from 0.62 to 0.65,
with one exception (0.59), despite an apparent rebalancing of
gs to photosynthetic capacity (see Eq. (A3) in Appendix A). This
stability reflects that the ratio gs/Vc,max depends almost solely
upon Ball–Berry slope (Eq. (A7) in Appendix A). It is also worth
remarking that PNUE shows a slight gain even with increased
N uptake rate, contrary to the expectation that resource sur-
feits commonly are accompanied by decreased resource-use
efficiencies (more properly termed efficacies, because they are
not unitless).

3.4. Challenges in relating changes in performance to
changes in fitness and biogeography

One may inquire further, asking how changes in the several
performance measures translate into changes in plant fitness,
hence, into changed competitive status, abundance, and bio-
geographic distribution. No simple translation exists, for a
number of reasons, including shifts of importance with life
stage. For example, photosynthetic rate may be important in
early growth for height gain, while WUE might be important
later with incipient water shortages, and N frugality (as 1/fN) or
PNUE might be important over long time scales as N becomes
immobilized in all biomass. Even with coarser resolution, such
as season-total water availability, the importance of a perfor-
mance measure such as WUE varies, declining as expected at
high availability (e.g., Nowak et al., 2004a, Fig. 8). Finally, fit-
ness has a number of components beyond resource use for
simple growth, such as seed number, seed weight, etc. (Ward
and Strain, 1997).

While being aware of these reservations, I offer exploratory
estimates of fitness changes. Consider that fitness in simple
population models is commonly measured as a genotype’s
growth rate, r (Futuyma, 1998). Between any two populations
that are relatively homogeneous internally, differences in r are
in the same ratio as differences in individual-plant relative
growth rate, RGR. In turn, RGR is directly proportional to pho-
tosynthetic rate, A, as indicated in Eq. (15) here. The relation
changes and differentials in growth between plants diminish
markedly if growth rate is curtailed by mutual leaf shading and
other developmental shifts; the slow plant “catches up” if the
two genotypes grow in separate patches (see Gutschick, 1987,
pp. 25–27). Therefore, one may project to a first approximation
that relative fitness is measured by relative performance in A,
when growth rate is critical. (For a significantly more sophis-

ticated treatment, extending also to genotype evolution, see
Ward and Kelly, 2004.) Consequently, among the five acclima-
tion scenarios, a rough estimate is that the spread in fitness
as measured by r may vary by the ratio of 1.45/0.94 (between a
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ain of 44% and a 6% loss in A), which is 1.54. This 54% range
n relative fitness, if realistic, is of great import; in evolution,
election differentials of several percent are considered large
Kimura, 1983). Even a 10% gain in A, compounded over a typ-
cal 10 doublings of plant mass from seed to adult, results in
ne additional doubling, a gain of 100%.

When water is most limiting, WUE becomes the perfor-
ance measure most closely related to fitness. However, rel-

tive growth rate is not proportional to WUE, which is related
o total growth. A 10% gain in WUE translates to a simple 10%
ain in final mass, assuming all the water is used, as is com-
only observed in intact ecosystems (Ellsworth, 1999; Körner,

001; Nowak et al., 2004b). We may compute an effective gain
n r in this case. If a plant grows exponentially, we have the
imple relations among initial mass (say, of the seed), m0, final
ass, m, growth duration, t, and relative growth rate, r:

= m0 ert → r = 1
t

ln
(

m

m0

)
(19)

The water-sparing effect of high WUE increases final mass,
, in proportion, if the total mass of water available is fixed

s in common competitive conditions. Thus, the increase in r
rom an increase in WUE is much diluted. If plant B has a 10%
dvantage over plant A in final mass (a factor of 1.1), then the
atio of relative growth rates is

rB

rA
= ln(1.1m/m0)

ln(m/m0)
= ln(1.1) + ln(m/m0)

ln(m/m0)
(20)

For example, if an annual plant undergoes 10 doublings
m/m0 = 1024), then rB/rA is (0.1 + 6.9)/6.9 = 1.014, only a 1.4%
dvantage. The absolute gain remains 10%, and this can be
rucial under stress. However, this exercise serves to highlight
hat exponentially-compounded gains, as in A, are extremely
otent. This method of estimating r also assume that one
lant’s growth is independent of the other’s, while commonly
here is a further compounding: a gain in rB for plant B com-

only suppresses rA for plant A, as by mutual shading. A full
stimate of final fitness effects requires a full model of con-
urrent growth.

In any event, one would naturally be led to assign more
eight to gains in A than to gains in WUE, PNUE, or 1/fN (fru-

ality in N demand under limited N availability), because gains
n A continue to compound until water or N available com-
etitively becomes limiting. It is also worth noting that WUE,
hile important for competitive water use, is not necessar-

ly related to performance under drought, which is composed
ariously (Gutschick, 1987) of escape (development outside the
ry time), avoidance (access to privileged water sources, as
y phreatophytes), tolerance (restricting cellular and devel-
pmental damage under a developed stress), and resistance

ability to recover well from such damage). For example, piñon
ines have higher WUE than junipers that often grow imme-
iately adjacent (Lajtha and Getz, 1993), but they are far less
olerant of low water potentials (Breshears, unpublished data).
t is too simplistic to assume that fitness is related directly to
UE under limitations of water supply, independent of tem-
oral sequence and neighbor relations.

The compounding of the five (or more) performance mea-
ures into a measure of fitness and, especially, of relative fit-
0 ( 2 0 0 7 ) 433–451 443

ness among species varying in acclimation, is then complex.
Nevertheless, it should not be regarded as hopelessly compli-
cated. In biogeographic studies, at a particular site, one may
be well aware of the relative value of A versus WUE, for exam-
ple. The implementation of such judgments extends beyond
the scope of the current discussion.

4. Discussion

4.1. Some lessons from the simple models

The combination of carboxylation kinetics, the simple
Ball–Berry model of stomatal control, energy balance, and
functional balance for N and carbon gains reproduces robust
trends that are observed on average in photosynthesis, water-
use efficiency, stomatal conductance, and N content In them-
selves, the trends are in directions that have long been con-
sidered adaptive, in studies of models applied separately from
each other, such as stomatal control alone (see, e.g., Cowan
and Farquhar, 1977; Farquhar et al., 2002).

This interpretation is only defensible when one does not
pay close attention to the great spread in behavior among
species, whether this spread by in experimental observations
or in simulations. For example, it cannot be adaptive for a
species to have a small gain in WUE when other co-occurring
species have much greater gains. Nonetheless, the variations
in performance and in underlying species-specific acclima-
tions to elevated CO2 do occur in both the model presented
here and in experiments. The range of changes in A predicted
here is remarkable, from −6 to +45% (Fig. 3a). Essentially, the
same range is reported by Nowak et al. (2004a,b). Regrettably,
it is not straightforward to relate variations in the responses
of A to variations in the acclimations used in the model. In
the case of Larrea tridentata, the lack of significant response
in A might be readily related to the decrease in N uptake
reported by BassiriRad et al. (2001). There are unfortunately
few other cases to date in which both A and root N uptake have
been related. In other species, there is the complication that
N uptake acclimates in opposite directions in low- and high-N
soils (ibid.). One more factor that requires attention in com-
paring modelled and observed responses is that observations
often lack a full basis for comparison. For example, assimi-
lation is commonly reported per unit area, but leaf thickness
often changes, so that assimilation per unit mass, Am, can
undergo a very different magnitude of change. It is Am that is
most closely related to growth rate (Gutschick, 1987) and that
is actually modelled in the present work. No complication is
insuperable, but additional data are needed.

More generally, responses to elevated CO2, including the
acclimations, cannot be expected to be adaptive (Bernacchi et
al., 2000; Bunce, 2001; Gutschick and BassiriRad, 2003), given
the lack of selection pressure for fitness at high CO2 for more
than 25 million years (Long et al., 2004; critique: Boucot and
Gray, 2001). Non- or mal-adaptiveness of responses are seen in
resource use (light, N, water, and allocations to acquire these:

Bernacchi et al., 2000; Poorter and Nagel, 2000). These are likely
to be amplified by maladaptiveness in responses for risk man-
agement. An example of risk management is timing of anthe-
sis. It should be early enough to minimize the probability of
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with explicit roles for vegetation. Several modelling studies
may be considered representative. Luo et al. (1996) focused on
photosynthetic enzyme kinetics to predict uniform responses
of the carbon cycle across biomes. Bounoua et al. (1999) used
more comprehensive physiology and meteorology to estimate
changes in surface temperature and evapotranspiration. Their
model was run in several modes, allowing separation of indi-
rect effects of elevated CO2 (radiation balance) and direct or
physiological effects. Predicted changes in evapotranspiration
and in latitudinal surface-temperature gradients were much
reduced by physiological responses, namely, stomatal control
and prescribed down-regulation of photosynthetic capacity
of two vegetation classes. Rathberger et al. (2003) modelled
primary production in pine forests (Pinus halapensis) and pre-
dicted that direct physiological responses to CO2 are more
important than climatic effects. Dickinson et al. (2002) added
to such physiology and meteorology the effects of changes in
the nitrogen cycle, using models of root uptake coupled to
major N stocks and flows. They did not attempt predictions
of changes induced by elevated CO2; changes in the N cycle
processes are yet too variable among species and ecosystems
for reliable prediction, as noted here. No climate models yet
incorporate rich patterns of physiological acclimation among
species or functional groups (if, indeed, the common defini-
tions of functional groups by life form and current patterns of
resource use is valid). Intriguingly, Huntingford et al. (2000)
used a few-parameter physiological model to predict that
species responses to CO2-induced changes depend strongly on
the temperature regime to which they are originally adapted;
perhaps functional groups for CO2 responses need the dimen-
sion of temperature adaptation, over and above growth habit
and photosynthetic pathway.

Models have also been used in predicting changes in plant
distribution under elevated CO2. Most of these models assign
current and future ranges of species or of life zones (e.g.,
Holdridge) according to spatial patterns of simple tempera-
ture measures (T, as means and extremes) and of precipita-
tion (P). Some models use a more dynamic balance of water
input with evapotranspiration, estimated by gross physiology
(e.g., Woodward and Williams, 1987). The patterns of T and
P are observable in the instrumental record; their past val-
ues are subject to reconstruction from surrogates, such as
isotopic ratios and dendrochronology; their future values are
predicted with moderate confidence by climate models, using
estimates of the indirect (radiative) effects of elevated CO2 (but
see Visser et al., 2000; Webster et al., 2003 about uncertain-
ties in temperature; Raisanen and Palmer, 2001; Houghton et
al., 1990, Fig. 4.11; Dai and Trenberth, 2004 about uncertain-
ties in precipitation). In a few biogeographic models, a limited
number of direct physiological effects of CO2 are incorporated.
For example, Solomon and Kirilenko (1997) used the BIOME
1.1 model (Prentice et al., 1992) within their larger model of
migration of plant functional types. This model uses photo-
synthetic parameters and much simplified implicit stomatal
control. It does highlight, as do other studies, the problem that
potential migration rates of species or life forms may lag well
444 e c o l o g i c a l m o d e l l

plant death and failure of seed-set before frost or drought, and
late enough for the plant to use the greatest part of the growth
season. Immediate temperature or water status is not a reli-
able indicator of the risk of premature death, so that plants use
surrogate signals of risk, particularly photoperiodic responses.
At elevated CO2 with consequent warming and changed pre-
cipitation patterns, the optimal timing and thus the optimal
photoperiod length should shift, but there may be inadequate
genetic variation to make this shift in the very few generations
left before CO2 doubles or triples (Gutschick and BassiriRad,
2003; Slafer and Rawson, 1996). Other qualifiers to expecta-
tions of adaptiveness are readily added. For one, phenotypic
changes always must lag in response to evolutionary selection
pressures (the Red Queen effect: van Valen, 1973; Stenseth and
Maynard Smith, 1984). For another, most changes in traits are
nearly neutral in net effect. It may appear, as in the simula-
tions here, that multiple measures of plant performance (A,
WUE, etc.) are improved at high CO2, given the biochemistry
and biophysics of today’s plants as captured in the four cou-
pled models. However, other performance measures that are
not evaluated here (e.g., drought tolerance, cold-hardening)
could change in an adverse direction, very nearly cancelling
the former gains. This situation of near-neutrality is almost
certainly very common (Gutschick and BassiriRad, 2003, esp.
pp. 31 ff).

4.2. Implications and ramifications

Fitness patterns in space predict biogeographic distributions,
virtually by definition. Predictions of biogeographic shifts
among different species, resulting from changes in relative
fitness as well as direct disturbance, have become important
for many purposes (e.g., Clark et al., 2001). In turn, fitness
changes under environmental changes have several key com-
ponents: (1) autecological shifts, as in resource acquisition and
usage efficiencies discussed herein; (2) their compounding in
resource competitiveness with other organisms (e.g., Owensby
et al., 1999); and (3) biotic interaction shifts, as in relations
with pollinators, dispersers, and herbivores (poorly stud-
ied: Körner, 2003; Rusterholz and Erhardt, 1998; Veteli et al.,
2002).

We may focus on the autecological shifts, leaving the study
of their compounding to a useful marriage with community
ecology, and the study of biotic shifts to a similar marriage
with ecosystem ecology. I have offered the argument here
that, as atmospheric CO2 increases, one may expect consid-
erable diversity among species in the changes in rates and
efficiencies of resource use (water, nitrogen, CO2, light). These
predictions are based on a model incorporating key physio-
logical processes and physiological shifts in thermal energy
balance. The model is parametrized with data on the diver-
sity of species-specific acclimations in physiological parame-
ters, particularly for uptake of N. The focus here has been on
changes in performance of the individual plant, but we should
expect changes to propagate to large scales spatially and tem-
porally.
Many observational studies, often mixed with some mod-
elling, are in progress on resource cycles on large spatial scales.
Some of these are aimed at detecting current or future changes
in fluxes of CO2, N, or water between land and atmosphere,

behind rates of movement of climate zones (Kirilenko et al.,
2000).

Neither the resource-cycle nor the biogeographic models
incorporate the diversity of physiological acclimation to CO2
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in a highly prescribed set of environments, correlate strongly
to the indirect effects of CO2—namely, changed averages and
temporal patterns of temperature and precipitation. It is our
challenge to elucidate these environments, and the extension
to their contrary counterparts that select for responses that
are currently maladaptive. In this way, we may understand
how the diverse past environments have set the patterns of
physiology and biogeography of plant species for the succeed-
ing centuries. The ultimate application might be the spatial
mapping of areas according to: (1) the relative importance, in
interplant competitive status, of A, N economy (1/fN), PNUE,
WUE, and water-use rate (effectively, gs), which are the vari-
ables simulated herein; (2) observed trends in species abun-
dance, particularly if they can be related to these five (or more)
performance measures); and (3) determination of genetic link-
ages among traits for the direct and indirect effects of CO2,
extending to measurements of selection coefficients on accli-
mation traits, wherever this is feasible.

The simple composite model presented here merits exten-
sion. We have proposed accounting for mycorrhizal roles in
C and N economies in plants at elevated CO2 (BassiriRad et
al., 2001). Changes in stomatal sensitivity to humidity, water
stress, and CO2 itself (Urban, 2003) can be accounted, by modi-
fying the Ball–Berry model. I have used here only one possible
form of this modification. The models must also be merged
with other models that account for the indirect CO2 effects,
that is, the shifts in temperature and precipitation regimes.
The roles of extremes in these climatic variables need atten-
tion, too. Common biogeographic models consider very simple
statistics in driving variables, rather than in the state of the
organisms themselves (Gutschick and BassiriRad, 2003). Toler-
ance of extreme high and low temperatures has been shown
to change under high CO2 (Hamerlynck et al., 2000; Lutze et al.,
1998). Accounting must be added for nonsteady availability of
resources. Interruption of water supplies by drought induces
acclimations of stomatal conductance, photosynthetic capac-
ity, and N uptake that do not “average out” to the steady-state
acclimations—e.g., reduced stomatal conductance persists for
varying times (Loewenstein and Pallardy, 2002). On longer time
scales, episodic drought years or N additions or losses perturb
the tendency of ecosystems to reach co-limitation such as that
seen in equilibrating leaf area development to long-term water
supply (Kergoat, 1998). Similarly, “sudden” changes of CO2 over
several years perturb soil N availability, limiting plant growth
gains for what are likely to be extended times (Körner, 2003;
Nowak et al., 2004a, Fig. 9 therein).

These extensions of the model should be pursued within
one general model with parameter values introduced for each
species or genotype, in contrast to unique models for each
species. This is in the spirit of a recent successful study of bio-
diversity as affected by climate but not by direct CO2 effects
(Kleidon and Mooney, 2000). Finally, attention must be paid
to composing fitness functions to predict population shifts,
accounting for the spectrum of limiting factors at a site and
their unique weighting in the life history strategy of each
species. In this manner, we may deduce more useful predic-
e c o l o g i c a l m o d e l l i n

mong species within plant functional types. The autecolog-
cal model presented here, however, does not incorporate the
olerance limits of species for temperatures and water sta-
us. Neither does the autecological model incorporate the
ffects of species competition and mutualism, which the com-
on biogeographic models incorporate, though only implicitly

Loehle and LeBlanc, 1996; Vetaas, 2002). There is a clear need
o combine these features in improved models for predicting
iogeographic changes. Improving the biogeographic models
an improve the models of resource cycles, in complementary
ashion.

Fundamentally, diversity in patterns of acclimation
equires that we add finer resolution to our definitions of
lant functional types, grouping of plants by functional group.
iversity, even in one CO2 response such nitrogen balance, is
ronounced within functional groups. The traditional groups
re defined by growth forms (Curtis et al., 2003; Medlyn et
l., 1999; Poorter and Navas, 2003) or photosynthetic path-
ay as C3 versus C4 (Ghannoum et al., 2000, 2001; Nowak et

l., 2004a; Poorter and Navas, 2003; Wand et al., 1999, among
thers). Diversity in physiological acclimations to CO2 may
ot even be predictable by phylogeny; they have not yet been
ought by this method, primarily because the diversity has
nly recently come to our attention. Second, the importance of
ach performance function varies by habitat and time within
season. The compounded effects on fitness are challenging

o evaluate. The net effect of the variations in performance
nd in their fitness effects is a great dispersion of fitness
hanges, even within “cohesive” functional groups such as
erbaceous C3 plants, as one case. These variations, if unac-
ounted, will greatly confound predictions of biogeographic
hanges. One may term the effect the onset of biogeographic
haos.

.3. Potential research directions

more systematic exploration of direct CO2 effects on fitness
nd biogeographic distributions appears to be merited, to elu-
idate changes in plant performance and distribution from the
ast to the present, as well as to predict changes from the
resent to the near future. One basic need is a survey of the
iversity among species (and genotypes) in the simple control
arameters of the basic models used herein—Vc,max, or, bet-
er, the partition function for total leaf N to Rubisco; Ball–Berry
arameters m and b or their analogs in other basic stomatal
ontrol models; parameters of specific acclimations in m (and
); and the other allocation parameters for root and leaf mass,
and ˛L. Frequently, such parameter estimates can be read-

ly extracted from available data. While researchers may be
ninterested in their particular studies in, say, fitting gs behav-

or to a stomatal control model, the data on gs and attendant
nvironmental variables plus assimilation rate A are virtually
lways archived.

To understand patterns, one must examine evolutionary
election regimes, asking which resource is most limiting, how
ife history strategy affects resource use and competition, etc.

t must be admitted that acclimation patterns of some species
e.g., increased N uptake) appear to be particularly adaptive
o direct effects of high CO2. I offer the hypothesis that the
pparent adaptiveness is a result of selection pressures that,

tions or hypotheses, unsettling though they may be, about
the rise of CO2 in what has been described as our global
uncontrolled experiment (Revelle and Seuss, 1957; Baes et al.,
1977).
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Fig. 5 – Use of linear approximation for enzyme-kinetic
photosynthetic response to internal CO2 (Eq. (A1)) to
estimate dependence of assimilation rate A upon effective
mesophyll conductance, gm, and stomatal conductance, gs:
(a) construction of gm as slope of line passing through
current operating point of plant at 0.7 × Ca = 25.9 Pa, using
data of Niinemets et al. (1998) for sun-tolerant Populus
tremula and shade-tolerant Tilia cordata). (b) Estimation of Ci

and A corresponding to two different values of gs. Load
lines represent transport relation, Eq. (A2). Upper and lower
curves are respectively for gs = 0.20 and 0.054 mol m−2 s−1.
Intersection of load lines with linear or actual curves for
enzyme-kinetic relation gives value of C that satisfies both
446 e c o l o g i c a l m o d e l l
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Appendix A

A number of commonly observed trends in plant performance
may be demonstrated semi-quantitatively with model sim-
plifications. One example is modelling how gs might track
photosynthetic capacity. In the Ball–Berry model (Eq. (3)), let
us drop the small intercept, b. Let us also express the pho-
tosynthetic rate in terms of Ci, thereby lumping together the
mesophyll liquid-phase conductance and the enzyme kinet-
ics as an effective mesophyll conductance, gm. This makes gm

the slope of A versus Ci in a linearized model. We may write

A = gm
Ci

P
(A1)

Fig. 5a applies this linearization to data of Niinemets et al.
(1998) on two forest trees. The upper curve is for a leaf of fast-
growing Populus tremula, the lower is for a more shaded leaf of
slow-growing Tilia cordata. The slope (gm) has been chosen to
make the curve pass through the normal (unstressed) operat-
ing point of each leaf, in which Ci is approximately 0.7 × Ca,
or 25.9 Pa. Note that linearity holds well on going to lower Ci,
but poorly on going to higher Ci; the linear model with zero
intercept has a limited range of applicability.

Now consider the expression for A in terms of CO2 trans-
port through the stomata,

A = g′
s

(Ca − Ci)
P

(A2)

Here, g′
s is the stomatal conductance for CO2, which is 0.62

times as large as that for water vapor (gs, not superscripted).
We ignore the large boundary-layer conductance (at some
peril; see Fig. 4). We can equate the two rates, obtaining a rela-
tion for Ci:

Ci = Ca
g′

s

(g′
s + gm)

(A3)

We can substitute Eq. (A3) into Eq. (A1), obtaining an
expression for A in terms of the ambient CO2 concentration
and the two conductances,

A = Ca

P

g′
sgm

(g′
s + gm)

(A4)
Fig. 5b applies the relation of Eq. (A2) to the data of
Niinemets et al. (1998), creating a “load line” as it is com-
monly called. Each load line is specific to a choice of stom-
atal conductance. The intersection of the load line with the
i

the transport and enzyme-kinetic equations.

enzyme-kinetic curve or a linear approximation to this curve
(i.e., Eq. (A1)) determines the operating point, Ci. This geomet-
ric construction demonstrates visually the effects of chang-
ing g′

s (or changing gm) upon Ci. The higher load line is for
g′

s = 0.20 mol m−2 s−1, which is normal for P. tremula. The lower

line is for g′

s = 0.054 mol m−2 s−1, normal for T. cordata. If P.
tremula undergoes a shift to the lower value of g′

s, such as
from stress, Ci shifts downward by almost one-half, and A
decreases similarly. If T. cordata experiences a large increase
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Fig. 6 – Estimation of intrinsic response of stomatal
conductance, gs, to surface relative humidity, hs, as slope of
the regression of gsCs/A (“Ratio”, in legend) vs. hs. Data of
Bunce (1993) on soybeans, Glycine max, refer to three
e c o l o g i c a l m o d e l l i n

n g′
s, to the high value that is normal for P. tremula, the shift

n Ci is more modest, about 25%, and so, too, is the shift in
. These contrasting effects are captured in Eq. (A3). We may
lso consider changes in gm, such as occur from differences
n nitrogen nutrition; these scale all the curves of A versus

i up or down. One may use the equations or the geometric
onstructions to examine these effects.

To examine how g′
s and gm are coordinated, we insert this

nto the Ball–Berry equation, again, dropping the intercept b,
o get

s = m
(Ca/P)0.62gsgmhs

(Cs/P)(0.62gs + gm)
(A5)

The value of Cs is very nearly that of Ca when boundary-
ayer conductance is large, so we may cancel the first terms in
arentheses in the numerator and denominator. We may also
ancel gs between the left side (which now become unity) and
he right side. Finally, we move the factor (0.62gs + gm) to the
eft side, obtaining

.62gs + gm = 0.62mhsgm (A6)

Bringing the two terms in gm together on the right-hand
ide and multiplying both sides by 1.6 = 1/0.62, we finally
btain

s = gm(mhs − 1.6) (A7)

This is a remarkable, if approximate, relation. It indicates
hat gs is “paced” to photosynthetic capacity, recalling the clas-
ic experiments of Wong et al. (1985a,b,c). It indicates that

s decreases if humidity decreases (that is, if vapor pressure
eficit increases). It also indicates that gs does not respond to
O2 levels other than by changes in gm. Other common mod-
ls of stomatal behavior with separable humidity responses
Leuning, 1995; Dewar, 1995) give exactly analogous results:
here is no significant shift of gs without down-regulation of
itrogen content.

The linear relation of gs to the product of m and hs is evident
n experimental data. Fig. 6 shows the “intrinsic” response of

s to hs, factoring out the feedback of gs on A and back to gs

Gutschick and Simonneau, 2002 offer some review of this con-
ept). This is achieved by computing the quantity gsA/Cs in the
all–Berry relation. Such calculations on data of Bunce (1993)
n soybeans, Glycine max, show a linear relation. However, the
lope and intercept are not preserved between conditions of
rowth or measurement at different CO2 concentrations, as a
omparison of the three curves demonstrates. Eq. (A7) is only
n approximation, useful for initial estimates.

This brings us to the final sub-model that predicts adap-
ive acclimation in nitrogen content . . . but, again, there is
nother interesting inference about water-use efficiency from
he stomatal control model.

Water-use efficiency, WUE, or W, is defined as the ratio
etween photosynthetic gain and water loss. The gain and the
oss can be computed on a variety of bases. For example, gain
an be taken as gross photosynthesis, or as net photosynthe-
is after respiratory losses, or as final dry matter, including
eaf loss, etc. A simple measure is the ratio of photosynthetic
different combinations of CO2 for growth (350 or
700 mol mol−1) and measurement.

CO2 assimilation to transpiration at the leaf, W = A/E. Here, E
is the transpiration rate per leaf area. Consistent with ignor-
ing the leaf boundary layer to date, this is approximated as gs

multiplied by the water vapor deficit, D, which is the differ-
ence of water vapor pressure from leaf interior to ambient air,
ei − ea. The magnitude of ei is very closely the saturated vapor
pressure at leaf temperature, es(TL). The magnitude of ea is the
saturated vapor pressure at air temperature, multiplied by the
relative humidity (as a fraction). When the leaf is near air tem-
perature, the two saturated vapor pressures are similar, and
we may approximate D as

D = es(T)(1 − hs) (A8)

The relative humidity is the same as that in Eqs. (2) and
(A5)–(A7).

Now we may develop good approximate expressions for
water-use efficiency:

W = g′
s(Ca − Ci)

gs(ei − ea)
= 0.62Ca(1 − Ci/Ca)

es(1 − hs)
(A9)

This common form alone emphasizes features of the con-
trol of W; it rises with ambient CO2, falls with increasing
temperature (which raises es), rises with hs, and falls with an
increase in Ci/Ca. The last factor is under physiological con-
trol and is estimated experimentally from the stable isotopic
composition of plant sugars or tissues (Farquhar et al., 1982;
Farquhar and Richards, 1984). It can be estimated in our sim-
ple model set by rearranging Eq. (A3). We can go further, using
Eq. (A7) to express gs in terms of gm (or the reverse), which

yields

Ci

Ca
≈ 1.6

mhs
⇒ W = Ca

meshs(1 − hs)
(A10)
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Fig. 8 – Estimation of dependence of monthly-total
water-use efficiency, A/E, upon relative humidity in free air
in a closed canopy of irrigated pecan trees, Carya illinoensis,
in year 2002. Both A and E were derived by eddy-covariance
measurements above the canopy (Miller et al., submitted
for publication). Predictor variable is a modification of that
448 e c o l o g i c a l m o d e l l

Several remarkable features are (a) that Ci/Ca is determined
essentially only by (i) the Ball–Berry slope, m, which is a stom-
atal feedback parameter, and not by photosynthetic capacity
at all, to this approximation and (ii) relative humidity, hs; (b)
that water-use efficiency rises in direct proportion to ambient
CO2, falls in inverse proportion to Ball–Berry slope, falls expo-
nentially with temperature (because es rises exponentially),
and has a minimum at the intermediate relative humidity of
hs = 0.5 = 50%. At both extremes of high and low humidity, W
is high—either by suppression of the vapor pressure deficit
at high humidity or by stomatal restriction that reduces Ci/Ca

at low humidity. Fig. 7 shows a test of the predicted nearly-
parabolic relation of W to hs, again using data of Bunce (1993).
The particular prediction of a minimum in W at intermediate
humidities is supported in part; there are few experimental
data at very low hs to test the rise of W here. Note that there is
an implied cutoff of gs at a finite hs near 0.3, for plants raised
and measured at normal CO2 levels; this is evident in the orig-
inal data of Bunce (1993, Fig. 1 therein).

Fig. 8 shows the application of Eq. (A10), with some modi-
fication, to a complete canopy of pecan, Carya illinoensis. Eddy
covariance was used to measure water and CO2 fluxes in an

irrigated orchard in Las Cruces, New Mexico, USA (Andales
et al., 2006). The values of monthly-total W computed from
the data were used in a linear regression against the quantity
(1 − Rd/A)/[esat(T)hr(1–1.23hr)]. This is similar to the right-hand

Fig. 7 – Estimation of dependence of water-use efficiency,
A/E, upon relative humidity at leaf surface in soybeans,
Glycine max (data of Bunce, 1993). Assimilation, A, is
estimated from regression of A against hs in original data.
Transpiration, E, is computed from transport equation (Eq.
(7), without the factor � for conversion to energy flux
density), with gs estimated from Ball–Berry equation (Eq. (3))
and regression lines in Fig. 6. Two response curves differ in
CO2 mixing ratios used in both growth and measurement,
as indicated in mol mol−1. Solid line is prediction from Eq.
(A10) with m = 10 and published leaf temperature of 30 ◦C.

in Eq. (A10), corrected for: (a) ecosystem respiration, Rd,
estimated from nocturnal CO2 flux scaled to temperature at

r

all other times of day and (b) more complete model of
response of Ci/Ca (Eq. (A9)) to humidity; see text for details.

side of Eq. (A10). The added factor 1 − Rd/A corrects approxi-
mately for respiratory losses, Rd, effectively converting results
to instantaneous W of all leaves taken together. The magni-
tude of Rd was estimated for nighttime conditions and extrap-
olated to daytime conditions as an exponential form in tem-
perature. Leaf surface humidity, hs, was not measurable, so
that relative humidity in air, hr, was used. Finally, 1 − hr was
replaced by 1–1.23hr, using results of the complete model used
in the main text here. This replacement moderately improved
the accuracy of the fit (original r2 = 0.70). The simple model is
still of limited accuracy. The limitation is more pronounced
when one excludes data from months early and late in the
growing season, when W is high. These extreme values dom-
inate the least-squares fit.

These relations are, it must be noted, approximate. They
are modulated by several things, including the approximate
nature of the Ball–Berry formula, the neglect of the boundary
layer effect, and by the effect of stomatal restriction on tran-
spirational cooling that lowers leaf T and raises W.
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